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DUALITY IN VECTOR OPTIMIZATION 
Part III. Vector Partially Quasiconcave Programming and 
Vector Fractional Programming 
TRAN QUOC CHIEN 
In the last part of the tripaper so-called r2-duality concept for a certain class of vector opti-
mization programs is introduced. Further, both the Tt -duality theory and the T^-duality theory 
are applied for some classes of vector fractional programming. Finally, for completeness some 
Tj-duality theorems are formulated and proved in the last section. 
6. T2-DUALITY IN VECTOR PARTIALLY QUASICONCAVE 
PROGRAMMING 
Let D be a nonempty convex in R". A function/ : D -» R is called r-quasiconcave 
(r e R) on D if the sets 
{xeD\f(x)^a} 
are convex for all a ^ r. 
Given F = [/1; . . . , / J , where fk, k = 1 , . . . , q are functions defined on D, we say 
that F is r-quasiconcave, where r = (r1,..., r j e R
q, if fk are rfc-quasiconcave on D 
for all k = 1...., q. 
Remark 1. We see that quasiconcave functions are — oo-quasiconcave. Hence all 
results in this section remain valid also for quasiconcave programming. 
For the further development one will need the following theorem 
Theorem 6.1. (Separation Theorem.) 
i 
Let {A}f=i be a finite family of convex subsets of R". Then if P) A = 0 there 
k » l 
exist a family of vectors of R", not simultaneously equal 0, 
of real numbers {h}l=i such that 
(i) Ak cz {x e R" | Q\ x} ^ Xk) V f e = l , . . . , g , 
(ii) 1 ^ = 0 and j?^ = °-
k=l k=l 
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Proof. Consider the sets A = Ax x A2 x ... x Aq and B = {(x, x,..., x) I x e R"}. 
a-times 
« 
We have A n 5 = 0 for f) Ak = 0. Hence, by the known separation theorem of two 
* = i 
convex sets, there exists a family of vectors of R", not simultaneously equal 0, {lk}\= x 
such that 
£ <i* x*> g < £ i* x> Vx*6A t , f c= 1 g , V x e R " . 
t = i fc=i 
3 
From this inequality it follows that Ŷ  /fc = 0 and 
fc=i 
Xk = sup </
fc, x> < + co V/c = 1, ..., q . 
xeAk 
So the families {»*}'= i and {Afc}j!=1 satisfy condition (i), (ii). • 
Now let F = [/ l5 . . . , / J be r-quasiconcave on a nonempty convex set D c R" 
where r = ( r 1 ; . . . , r j e R
?. Consider the program 
(6.1) find Supw{E(x) | x e D} 
which is called a vector partially quasiconcave program. 
Similarly as in Section 4 of [2], instead of program (6.1), we shall deal with its 
modified program 
(6.2) find Supw U M x ) = s 
XED 
where 
M F(X) = F(x) - R"+ Vx e D . 
Denote 
(6.3) i ? = { L = ( / 1 , . . . , P ) j I * e J l " , Vfc = 1,... ,«2,£J* = 0 and 3 F > 0} 
s=i 
A = {A = ( A l 5 . . . , A g ) e R " | l A f e < 0 } 
( c = l 
and 
(6.4) D* = {(L,A)eJ? x A | 3 /e { 1 , . . . , q} ; D n {x e R"| </J', x> > Xj} -£ 0 } . 
For any (L, A) 6 D* put 
^ ( / f c , A,) = sup (A(x) | x e D, </*, x> > Aft} 
$(L,A) = [ ^ 1 ( /
1 , A 1 ) , . . . , ^ ( P , A , ) ] 
and 
(6.5) v„(L, A) = <2>(L, A) + R«+ . 
The program 
(6.6) find Infw [j v0(L,X)=l 
(Z.,A)e2>* 
is called a T2-dual for the program (6.1) (or (6.2)). 
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Theorem 6.2. (Weak T2-Duality Principle.) 
If fk are lower semicontinuous for all k = 1 , . . . , q, then we have 
\fxeD V(L, A) e D* : F(x) - <2>(L, A) £ int R«+ . 
Proof. Let x e D and (L, A) 6 D*. If E(x) > <f(L, A), then 
x e {z e R" | </*, z> ^ Xk} Vfe = l , . . . , a . 
Let j e {1, ..., q) be such that (see (6.4)) 
D n {z E R" | </J', z> > A,-} 4= 0 . 
Since fj(x) > S?j[lJ, Xj) and fj is lower semicontinuous we have <F, x} < Xj. Hence 
t <lk, x> < t Xk<; 0 
t = i /c = i 
i 
which contradicts the property £ Zfc = 0 for any Le if, • 
t = I 
Further put 
(6.7) M = Minw U v,p(L, A) 
(L,;.)sD* 
and 
Rr = (r t, oo) x . . . x (rq, co). 
Theorem 6.3. (Partially Strong T2-Duality Principle.) 
Suppose that the relative interior of the set D, ri D, is nonempty and fk are lower 
semicontinuous for all k = 1, ..., g. Then the following equalities 
S n Rr = M n R,. = I n Rr 
hold. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion for the case when int D is nonempty 
since then it can be analogously carried out in the affine hull of D if int D = 0. 
Suppose thus that int D 4= 0. We shall prove it in the following steps 
(i) 5 n Rr c M: Let y - (yu ..., yq)eS n Rr. Put 
Ak = {xeD\fk(x)> yk) , k=l,...,q. 
i 
Obviously f] Ak = 0 for the optimality of y. By Theorem 6.1 there is (L, A) e S£ x A 
such that t = 1 
Akcz {xeR"\<l
k,x} <.Xk} , k=\,...,q. 
If D cz {xe R" \ </'', x> :g Xk], V/c = 1, . . . , q, then for any interior point x e D 
1 1 q 
we have £ <Zfc, x> < £ At <. 0 which contradicts £ j * = 0. Consequently (L, A) e D*. 
* = 1 k = l k=l 
It is easy to see that ^(L, A) ^ y or v e v^(L, A). From the weak T2-duality principle 
it follows y e M. 
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(ii) / n Rr c S: Let y e I n Rr. Then for any z e R«, r < z < y there is an x e D 
such that z <; F(x) (otherwise by the same consideration as above we have z e (J 
v^(L, 2) which contradict y e I). It means y e (J /*>(*), which implies >• e S in view 
of the weak T2-duality principle.
 xeD 
The inclusion M n Rr c I is obvious. The proof is complete. • 
Corollary. (Partially Direct T2-Duality Theorem.) 
If x e D is an optimal solution of the primal (6.2) such that T(x) S: r, then there 
is an optimal solution (L, X) of its T2-dual (6.6) such that 
F(x) e v0(L, X). 
Theorem 6.4. (Partially Converse T2-Duality Theorem.) 
Let (L, X) e D* be an optimal solution of the T2-dual (6.6) such that <P(L, X) > r. 
If D is closed, fk are upper semicontinuous for all k = 1, ..., q and there exists 
./' e {1, ..., q} such that the set A = {x e D \fj(x) ^ SfJ^V, Xj)} is nonempty and 
bounded, then there is an optimal solution of the primal (6.2) such that 
F(x) e v0(L, X). 
Proof. Choose a sequence {/*}"=« <=• Rq such that <P(L, X) > ym 2; r for all m 
and y'l \ <fk(l




From the optimality of (L, A) it follows that the sets Am = fj ^1" a r e nonempty, 
A = 1 
closed and convex for all m. In view of Lemma 5.9. in [2] there is an m0 such that 
A'" are bounded for all m ^ m0. Consequently A'" are bounded for all m ^ m0. 
Hence f) A'" 4= 0 and any x e f] A'" is a required optimal solution with F(x) e 
6 v^L,;.). 
The proof is complete. • 
7. INTRODUCTION TO FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING 
In the literature problems of the type 
(7.1) max {f(x)lg(x) | x e S} 
are called fractional programs. Optimization problems of this kind occur if rates 
of economic or technical terms (for instance cost/time) define the objective function. 
Many works (at least 400 according to Schaible [3]) have already appeared in this 
field. One may find a relatively complete survey on fractional programming in 
Schaible [3]. We shall now develop a duality theory for Vector Fractional Programm-
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ing (V. F. P.), which is still less investigated. For the scalar fractional programming 
there are several approaches to define duals, see [3] —[7], and the most known 
of them is the transformation method. On the basis of this method one can transform 
program (7.1), where — / , g are convex and S is convex, to a concave program and 
then apply the known duality theory for convex programming. As regards V. F. P. 
these approaches are not applicable, since it is not generally possible to reduce 
simultaneously all components of objective functions to concave functions. That 
is why one should find a new method to develop a duality theory for V. F. P. Here, 
on the basis of the results achieved in the foregoing parts, we shall give a duality theo-
ry for some classes of V. P. F. 
Now let S <= R" be a nonempty set and Nk, Dk, k = 1, ..., q, be functions on S 
such that Dk,k= 1, ..., q, do not vanish on S. Put 
Q(x) = {N1(x)lD1(x),...,Nq(x)lDq(x)}. 
The program 
(7.2) find Supw{Q(x)\xeS} 
is called a Vector Fractional Program (V. F. P.) 
If Nk, Dk, k = 1, ..., q, are affine and S is a polytope then the program (7.2) is 
called a Vector Linear Fractional Program (V. L. F. P.) 
If Nk, Dk, k = 1, ..., q, are quadratic, and S is a polytope it is called a Vector 
Quadratic Fractional Program (V. Q. F. P.) 
If Nk, k = 1, ..., are quadratic, Dk, k — 1 , . . . . q, are affine and S is a polytope 
it is called a Vector Quadratic-Affine Fractional Program (V. Q. A. F. P.). 
If — Nk, Dk, k = 1 , . . . , q, are convex and S is a convex set it is called a Vector 
Concave Convex Fractional Program (V. C C F. P.) 
Quasiconcavity condition (Q. C C ) : 
(7.3) Dk are positive on S for all k = 1, ..., q 
and 
(7.4) Nk is nonnegative or Dk is affine on S V/c = 1, ..., q . 
Theorem 7.1. Under the Q. C C the V. C C F. P. becomes a quasiconcave 
program. 
Proof. See [8] Theorem 51 page 62. 
We see that the V. C C F. P. satisfying the Q. C C , in particular the V. L. F. P., 
are vector quasiconcave programs on S. Therefore for such program the Tt-duality 
in Section 4 of [2] is applicable. For. V. C C F. P. where it is difficult to verify the 
Q. C C it is more convenient to use the T2-duality. 
In Section 8 a Tt-duality for V. Q. A. F. P. is given and in Section 9 a T2duality 
for V. Q. F. P. is developed. 
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8. ^-DUALITY IN VECTOR QUADRATIC-AFFINE FRACTIONAL 
PROGRAMMING 
Let Bk, k = 1. ..., q be real symmetric negative semidefinite n x n matrices, 
A be a real m x n matrix, b e Rm, ck, dk e R" and ak, ock e R for k = 1, ..., q. Suppose 
that 
S+ = {x 6 R" I d'k. x + pk < 0, V/c = 1, ..., q} * 0 
and put 
g(x) = {(x'B.x + c\ . x + a,)j(d\ . x + /?,), ... 
...,x'Bqx + c'q.x + aq)l(d'q. x + pq)} . 
The program 
(8.1) find Supw{g(x) | x e S + , Ax ^ b} 
is called a Vector Quadratic-Affine Fractional Program (V. Q. A. F. P.) 
As usual we will find a dual for the modified program of (8.1) 




/-ato = Q(x) - R\ • 
Using the transformation 
(8.3) uk = c'k.x + ak, vk = d'k.x + pk, k=\,...,q 
one can write program (8.2) in the following equivalent form 
(8.4) find Supw U Hr(x, ", v) = S 
xsS 
where 
2 = {(x, u, v) | x e R", u e R\ v e R", v < 0 : Ax ^ b & 
& c'k. x + ak - uk = 0 & d'k . x + fik - vk = 0 Vfe = 1, . . . , q} , 
E(x, «, t>) = {(x'BjX + «!)>!, •••, (^'B,x + «,)/»,} 
and 
jUF(X, M, l>) = E(x, u, v) - R"+ . 
For the program (8.4) we shall apply the approach introduced in Section 4 of [2] 
to define its Trdual. Given 
z e Rm , z <; 0 , Uk,vkeR, k = 1, ..., q , x e R", iik,vk£R, 
k = \,...,q 
we have 
(8.5) r = r(z, u, v, x, w, v) = sup {z'(Ax - 6) + V̂  i7fc(ctx + a,< - u t) + 
k = 1 
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+ £ vk(d'kx + ft - vk) + x'x + X «*"* + £ hvk \xeR", 
k = l k = l k = l 
u = (uu ..., uq), v = (vu ...,vq)eR
q, v > 0} = 
1 1 i 
= sup {{z'A + x' + X "/c4 + X tVlt] * + X (it* - "*) "* + 
;. = i /< = I /c = I 
<7 << « 
+ X (h - h) vk + {-z'b + X "*«* + X "kPkl I *
 e R"> "> » 6 R«, » < 0} = 
A = 1 k = 1 k = \ 
1 1 1 1 
-z'b + £ ufcafc + X »*& if z'A + x' + X ii*4 + X M l = ° 
k - 1 fc = 1 fc = 1 * = 1 
it* = it* & »* ^ »* , fc = !,-••> 3 
+ oo otherwise 
Having denoted 
v(ffZjSjSjSjS) = {>> e R« | Vx e R", u, v e R", v > 0 : x'x + 
q 1 
+ X "*"* + Z *>*»* = '" -*" F(x> u> v) = 3»} 
.:= 1 * = 1 
it is easy to verify that 
V(#Z ( B J B J S J0) c v(HzSiSiJiS) = V(HZJBJSJS) Vtj g D . 




Infw U K H - , - .B . - ) = l 
H=,I7,T7,=ePo* 
R* = {HZtSiSi, | <ff,.Bt,,,) + 0} 
Further, in view of the Remark 1 of Lemma 1.4 in [ l ] and Lemma 4.3 in [2] 
we have 
/ = Infw U KH!,u,s,x) = fnfw U Infw v(H*,a,f,x) = 
H = , s , v , . v = P o * H J . S . T J . X - E P O * 
where 
= Infw U -M>> ", v, x) 
(z,a,v,x)e<e 
<£ = {(z, û, y, x) e R'" x R* x R« x R" | z g 0, z'A + 3c' + 
+ I «*<£ + X M * = 0 & 
k=l t = l 
& Supw (E(x, M, ») | » > 0, x'x + U'u + v'v ^ r} + 0} 
9 <J 
r = r(z, û, v, x) = - z'fc + X »*<** + X hh 
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and 
(8.9) L(z, u, v, x) = Supw U M*> u>v) • 
xeR",u,veR<) ,v>0 
x'x + u'u+v'vSr 
Lemma 8.1. Let x e R", u,veRq and r e R, If 
(8.10) Supw {F(x, u, v) | x e R", u, v e Rq, v > 0 : x'x + u'u + v'v ^ r} + 0 
then u > 0. 
Proof. Let (x°, u°, v°) be an arbitrary feasible solution of (8.10) If u = 0 or 
there is an index j e {l, ..., q] such that us < 0, one can choose a sequence {u
l}f= ^ 
such that 
u\ -» co for / -> oo and V/c = 1, ..., q 
and 
x'x0 + u'u1 + vv° g r . 
Then we obtain F(x°, u', v°) -> oo for / -» co which contradicts with (8.10). • 
Now from the nonnegativity of the vector u we see that SC and (L(z, u, v, x) 
remain unchanged if in (8.8) and (8.9) instead of the inequality sign we replace the 
equality one. So we have 
(8.11) £ = {(z, u, v,x)eRm x Rq x Rq x R" \ z ^ 0 , z'A + x' + 
+ Z ukc'k + f vkdk = 0 & 
k=l k=l 
& Supw {F(x, u, v) \ x e R", u, v e Rq, v > 0 : x'x + u'u + v'v = r] + 0 
and 
(8.12) L(z, u, v, x) = Supw U M * , « . v) • 
X£R",U,V£ 
Summarizing the foregoing results we obtain 
Theorem 8.1. The program 
(8.13) find Infw U L(z,u,v,x) = I 
(z,u,v,x)eSe 
where i f and L(z, u, v, x) are defined in (8.11) and (8.12) is the Trdual of the program 
(8.2). If the primal (8.2) is feasible then the strong duality principle holds, i.e. S = I. 
Now we shall show that our Tpdual is a generalization of the scalar one, given 
by Schaible in [5]. Consider thus the program 
(8.14) find sup{Q(x) = x'Bx + c'x + a)l(d'x + P)\xeS0,Ax ^ b] 
where B is a symmetric, negative semidefinite n x n matrix, A is a real m x n 
matrix, c, de R", a, ft e- R and S0 = {x e R" \ d'x + j?0 > 0} 4= 0. 
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According to (8.11) and (8.12) we have 
(8.15) i f = {(z, u, v, x) e R'" x R x R x R" | z <, 0, z'A + x" + uc' + vd' = 0& 
& sup {F(x, u, v) = (x'Bx + u)jv | x e R", u, v e R, v > 0, x'x + uu + 
+ vv = r = — z'b + ua + vfi} +- { —oo, +oo}} 
and 
(8.16) L(z, U, v, x) = sup {F(x, U, V) \ x e R", u, v e R, v < 0, x'x + uu + vv = r } . 
It is easy to check that in the scalar case the Tj-dual (8.13) remains unchanged 
if we assume the additional condition u = 1 (see Lemma 8.1). Consider now the 
problem 
(8.17) L(z, v, x) = sup {(x'Bx + u)jv \ x e R", u,veR,v> 0, x'x + uu + vv = r } . 
Having replaced u = r — x'x — vv in F(x, u, v) we obtain 
(8.18) L(z, v, x) = sup {x'Bx + r - x'x - vv)jv \ x e R", v e R, v > 0} = 
= sup [r — x'x + x'Bx)jv \ x e R", ve R, v > 0} — v = 
' — v if r S inf {x'x — x'Bx] 
XER" 
. + co otherwise 
Put 23 = {2Bw | w 6 R"}. 11x^38 then x can be expressed as follows 
x = x1 + x2 , x ' e l , x2 1 01, x2 + 0 . 
We have then 
x'(/x2) - (rx2)' B(rx2) = t<x2, x2> -> - oo for t -> - oo . 
If x = 2Bw for some w e R" then, for the negative semidefinity, 
x'x — x'Bx = 2w'Bx — x'Bx ^ w'Bw 
and the equality is attained when x = w. 
From (8.18) and the above consideration we obtain 
(8.19) L(z, v,x)= -v <=> 3w G R", x = 2Bw & r <, w'Bw . 
Finally, in view of (8.13), (8.15), (8.16), (8.18) and (8.19) the T.-dual of the program 
(8.14) can be formulated as following 
find inf — X 
(8.20) subject to z'A + 2w'B + c' + Xd' = 0 
- z'b + oc + XP S w'Bw 
zeRm, z ^ 0 , weR", XeR. 
Remark. If B = 0 for all k — 1 , . . . , q the program (8.1) becomes a Vector Linear 
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Fractional Program (V. L. F. P.), the Tj-dual of which will be as following 
(8.21) find Infw \J L(z, u,v) = I 
{z,u,v)eSe 
where 
(8.22) JS? = {(z, it, v)eRm x Ri x R«\z ^ 0, z'A + £ Ukc'k + £ iv*i = 0 & 
k = 3 / ; = 1 
& Supw {F(u, v) \u,veR",v > 0, uu + v'v = r} = 0} 
E(U, -) = {ujc . , ...,uq\v^ 
q q 
r = r(z, u, v) = -z'b + Y, «*«* + X %& 
«c = I fc=I 
(8.23) L(z, B, 0) = Supw U f(", ») - #+ 
B,»eR,o>0 
The scalar linear fractional program 
(8.24) find sup {c'x + oc)j(d'x + fi) \ x e R", d'x + 0 < 0, Ax g 6} 
is a particular case of program (8.14), where B = 0. Consequently according to 
(8.20) it has the following dual 
(8.25) inf - X 
subject to z'A + c' + Xd' = 0 
-z'b + a + AjS g 0 
z e R m , z ^ 0 , A e R 
9. T2-DUALITY IN VECTOR QUADRATIC FRACTIONAL 
PROGRAMMING 
In this section we assume that Ck,Dk, k = 1, ..., q, are real symmetric n x n 
matrices, negative, positive semidefinite respectively, ck, dk e R" and ak, pk e R, 
k = I,..., q. Consider the program 
(9.1) find S u p w { Q ( x ) | x s ^ } 
where 
Q(x) = [(x'Ckx + c'kx + cck)l(x'Dkx + d'kx + ft)]*.. 
and 2) is a nonempty convex set of R" on which the denominators x'Dkx + d'kx + fik 
are positive for all k = 1 , . . . , q. 
The function 
qk(x) = (x'Ckx + c'kx + ak)j(x'Dkx + d'kx + pk) 
is 0-quasiconcave, resp. — co-quasiconcave, if Dk #= 0, resp. Dk = 0, so that for this 
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program one can apply the T2-duality theory introduced in Section 6. Put 
<e = {L= (l\ ...,/«) | /*eR", fc = 1, ..„ a, £ / - = 0, 3je{\,...,q} :P + 0} 
t = I 
A = {(!,,...,AJ = A€R« i f Xk£0] 
d = i 
®* = {(L, X) e S£ x A | 3j e {1, ..., q) : ^ n {x 6 R" | </;, x> > 1,-} # 0} 
•^(!\ 4) = 
= sup {(x'Ckx + c'kx + ak)l(x'Dkx + d'kx + Pk)\xeS>, </\ x> > 4} 
and 
0(L,X) = [^1(l\X1),...,^q(l",Xq)]. 
Then a T2-dual of program (9.1), or more exact, of its modified program, is 
(9.2) find Inf. U vJ(L, X) = / 
(L,X)s9* 
where 
v0(L, A) = <P(L, X) + R\ . 
As a consequence of Theorem 6.3 we have 
Theorem 9.1. If ri 3) + 0, then 
S n Rr = M n Rr = J n Rr 
s = suP
w u ( e w - «•+) 
where 
and 
M = Minw U v,(L, 1) 
(L,A)eS* 
r = (r1(..., r4) with rfc = J 
0 if Dk Ф 0 
oo if Dk = 0 . 
Now applying our approach we derive the results obtained by Schaible in [4] 
for the scalar quadratic fractional programming. Consider the following program 
(9.3) find sup Q(x) = (x'Cx + c'x + a)/(x'Dx + d'x + /S) 
xeS 
S = [xeS+\Ax ^b} 
where S+ c R" is a nonempty, open and convex set on which the denominator 
of Q(x) is positive, C, D are real symmetric n x n matrices, negative and positive 
semidefinite respectively, c,deR", beRm, a, fi e R and A is an m x n matrix. 
Suppose 
(9.4) - oo < q = sup Q(x) < + oo 
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For any A e R we have 
(9.5) A ^ " o sup [Q(x) - A] ^ 0 o 
xeS 
•o- sup [x'(C - XD) x + (c - Xd)' x + a - XP] = 0 
xeS 
Lemma 9.1. If 
(9.6) {x e R" | Ax S b} c S+ 
then A ^ q if and only if there is z e S+, u e R™ such that 
- 2(C - AD) z + A'u - (c - Xd) = 0 
z'(C - XD) z + b'u - (a - Xp) ^ 0 . 
Proof. Since S is a poly tope the supremum 
(9.7) sup [x'(C - XD) x + (c - Xd)'x] 
xsS 
is attained (see [8] Theorem 23, 13, 3, page 217), say at z e S. According to [8] 
Chapter 8 z is an optimal solution of (9.7) if and only if there is w e R+ such that 
- 2 ( C - XD)z + A'u - (c - Xd) = 0 
and 
u'(Az - b) = 0 . 
Consequently we have 
sup {x'(C - XD)x + (c - Xd)' x + a - X0] = z'(C - XD) z + 
xeS 
+ (c- Xd)' z + a- XP = z'(C - XD)z + z ' [ - 2 ( C - XD) z + A']u + 
+ a - XP = - z'(C - XD) z + b'u + a - XP 
Hence in view of (9.5) we obtain the assertion of the lemma. • 
On the basis of Lemma 9.1 one can formulate a dual of program (9.3) as following 
(9.8) find infA 
subject to - 2 ( C - XD) z + A'u - (c - Xd) = 0 
z'(C - XD)z - b'u - (a - Xp) = 0 
zeS+, ue R"l,XeR 
(X^Q if D + 0) 
For this dual we have q = infA. 
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10. APPENDIX: SOME TrDUALITY THEOREMS 
In the appendix, for completeness, we formulate and prove some Tt-duality theo-
rems for quasiconcave programming. 
Theorem 10.1. (Direct Ti-Duality Theorem.) 
Given a vector quasiconcave program with affine constraints (I) and its Tt-dual 
(I*), defined in Section 2 of [2], assume that the set 
P = {(z, w)eZ x w\3xeD : z = G(x), w = Tx(x)} 
is a polytope. Then if x is an optimal solution of the primal (I), there is an optimal 
solution (z*, vv*) of the Trdual such that 
T(3c) e L(z*, w*). 
Proof. Let x be an optimal solution of the primal (I). It means that the set P 
does not meet the set 
N = {(z, w) e Z x W | z = 0, F2(w) > F(x)} 
By Theorem 3.3 of [2] there exists an H e P* such that 
P <= H&H nN = 0 
or equivalently 
HeQ* Vy<F(x) 
By definition there is a (z*, w*) e i f such that 
H = H^.AS,^ . 
It is evident that F(x) e L(z*, vv*). The proof is complete. • 
Remark 1. This direct ^-duality theorem does not generally hold if the con-
straints are not affine. Consider the example (5.26) of [2]. 
If (a, b) e T \ T0 then (a, b) is obviously an optimal solution of the primal (5.26), 
but there is no n and (z, vv*) e S£n such that 
(3) •-<•.-). 
Theorem 10.2. (Converse TrDuality Theorem.) 
Suppose that in the program (I) of Section 4 of [2] the operators F2 and G are 
continuous, dim W < +oo, P is a polytope and the set Ft is closed. Let (z*, vv*) 
be an optimal solution of the Tt-dual (I*). Then if the set 
M = {we Tj(D) | <vv*, w> ^ r(E*, w*) & F2(w) e L(z*, w*) n /, ,} 
is nonempty anf bounded, there exists an optimal solution x of the primal (I) such that 
T(x) e L(z*, w*) . 
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Proof. Let (z*, vv*) be an optimal solution of the dual (I*). We remind that 
L(z*, vv*) = Supw {tiF(w) | w e F.(D), <w*, w> < r(z*, w*)} . 
Choose an arbitrary vv0 6 M and a sequence {j„}"= 1 c Ysuch that 
y„ < y = F2(w0) Vn and yn \ y . 
Put 
M„ = {vv e F^O) | <vv*, w> g r(z*, vv*)& F2(w) = y„} 
we have M„ c: M„ + 1 Vn and 
0 4= 0 M„ = {w e FX(D) | <vv*, w> < r(z*, vv*) & F2(w) = y} e M . 
n = l 
Hence in view of the first part of the proof of Lemma 5.9 in [2] there is an integer N 
such that N„ are bounded for all n = N. Since y e Sup
w (J fiF(x) (see Theorem 
4.1 of [2]) we have »D.G<-)-O 
Vn 3x„ e D, G(x„) = 0 & F(x„) = y„. 
Put w„ = Fj(x„) e M„. Then in view of the boundedness of M„ for all n ^ N 
and the closedness of Fx(£>) there exists a n x e D such that G(x) = 0 and F2(x) = 
= lim w„. It is evident that F(x) ^ y and hence F(x) e L(x*, vv*). The proof is comple-
Remark. The assumption that the set M is nonempty and bounded cannot be 
skipped. Consider the following example 
sup {—x2Jxt | xt < 0, x2 G R : xt = 1, x2 2: 1} = 0 . 
Since it is a linear fractional program, one can apply the result of Section 8 and 
obtain the following dual 
find inf — X 
subject to — zx + X = 0 
- z 2 - 1 = 0 
z, + z2 < 0 
Zx < 0, z2 < 0 
which is reduced to 
inf - X = 0 
A = I . ;. <o, 
We see that X = 0 is the optimal solution of the dual, but the primal has no optimal 
solution. In this case the corresponding set M is not bounded. 
(Received November 1,1983.) 
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